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MANAGEMENT NEWS

Dear Residents,
Happy New Year! We hope you all enjoyed the holidays and time spent with
family and friends. Here are a few updates and reminders that we hope you find
helpful. Should you have any questions, please feel free to contact the Management
Office at any time – we are here to help!

2023 Association Dues & Coupon Booklets

shrubbery, and small plant material that will not be visible after the snow falls.
This is encouraged in an effort to avoid damage to your landscaping during snow
clearing.
North Eastern Snow and Ice, our snow removal vendor, the Association, and
Management, will not be responsible for damage to any decorations, planters,
ornaments, etc., that are left on the driveway, walkway, or entranceway to your
home.
As a reminder, snow will not be removed from any driveway where a vehicle
is present. You may park your additional vehicles in the last row of the Clubhouse
parking lot near the woodline or move your vehicle when you hear the snow
removal equipment coming by your home. Do not park in a neighbor’s driveway
without their prior permission, and even if they are away, as this will cause that
driveway to not be cleared.
Any damage resulting from snow removal must be reported to the Management
Office, in writing, no later than Saturday, April 1, 2023.
Effective immediately, snow will no longer be removed from sidewalks after
the snow has fallen.
Clubhouse Hours and Reminders
Please be reminded that the Clubhouse is open 7 days per week from 5:00 A.M.
to midnight. Should you be the last person in a particular room or hallway, please
be sure to turn the lights out and turn the fans off. By turning off the lighting we
can save quite a bit of money each year. Your assistance is appreciated.

Please be reminded that the 2023 monthly Association dues are in the amount
of $360 per month beginning January 1, 2023. If you have set up your monthly
dues on automatic payment, please don’t forget that it is your responsibility to
change the amount to reflect the new dues amount. Taylor Management does not
have access to your account to make these necessary changes and they will not
occur automatically.
New coupon booklets should have already arrived at your home in December
of 2022 for making payments towards your monthly dues. If you have not received
your coupon booklet, please contact the Management Office and we will see that
you receive one.

Indoor Pool
The indoor pool is available to residents daily from 7 A.M. to 9 P.M. Guests are
welcome at the indoor pool, with no pass required, from 1 P.M. to 5 P.M. Monday
through Friday and 1 P.M. to 7 P.M. on weekends. Residents are reminded that
swimming alone in the pool is dangerous and swimming with a buddy or resident
is much safer and required per the rules and regulations of the indoor pool. Those
looking for a swim partner are encouraged to use the Message Board to find another
resident looking to swim at the same time. The dehumidification system is back
on for the fall and winter seasons and we would like to remind residents not to
open the windows to ensure the heat remains in the room.

Don’t Forget to Winterize Outside Spigots / Leave Heat On
If you haven’t already, please be sure to winterize your outside water spigots.
Hopefully, it’s not too late! A frozen spigot can cause a leak inside your home,
as well as related damage.
If you are leaving for the winter and choose not to winterize your home, please
be sure to leave the heat on at least 55-60°F to ensure that your pipes won’t freeze.
It’s also a great idea to have a neighbor or trusted friend or family member stop
by your home periodically to ensure everything is as it should be.

Wooded Area Behind Your Home ~ Off limits
Some of you have a woodline behind your homes. Please be reminded that the
woodline is not to be altered or added to in any way. Should you have decorations
in the woodline, such as a bird feeder, planter, hanging pots, etc., please remove
these items right away. The woodline does not belong to you and is not to be
altered or maintained by the homeowners at any time. The woodline is to remain
in as natural a state as possible. Management performs inspections of these areas
as well as all areas throughout the community. We will be inspecting the woodline
in a few weeks, so if you have any items stored in the woodline, please kindly
remove them. You may see a member of Management walking behind your home
or on the golf cart performing inspections.
Thank you, in advance, for your cooperation regarding snow procedures, as
well as all of the above. Should you have any questions, please feel free to contact
the Management Office at 732-786-1725
Sincerely,

Rumor Mill
In a community as large as ours, rumors tend to run wild. By the time the
rumor makes its way from one side of the community to the other, it can be way
out of proportion. Similar to playing the telephone game, information is changed
and distorted and then passed as factual throughout the community. As previously
mentioned, if you are unsure of something you have heard and want to check on
the facts, please be sure to contact the Management Office. We have the most
accurate and up-to-date information available. We are so glad that many of our
residents have called to check on information they have received, as passing false
information can be detrimental. Please be reminded that Management does not
respond to the Message Board on the community website nor do we respond to
Facebook postings. Should you have an inquiry, please let us know. We’re here
to help!

Andrew Newman, Community Manager
Tara Lesnick, Assistant Community Manager
Diane Sheehan, Lifestyle Director
On Behalf of the Board of Trustees

We want to reach you …

Due to the damage that some of you experienced during snow removal in prior
years, we have devised a set of guidelines to assist in preventing your personal
decorations and landscaping from being damaged. Please note that there is no
guarantee you will not experience damage; however, we are making an effort to
avoid future damage by taking a few necessary precautions.
Please Note the Following Guidelines for Preparation Before Snow
Removal:
All decorations and planters were to be removed from your driveway, walkway,
and entranceway by no later than Wednesday, November 30th.
For your convenience, snow stakes are available for purchase in the
Management Office. You may purchase these stakes for $3 apiece. (Checks only,
please – no cash is accepted in the Management Office.)
All homeowners are encouraged to mark the edges of their paver walkways
with snow stakes to avoid damage by the snow removal equipment. This is
especially important if your paver walkway touches the driveway or extends into
the driveway.
You are also encouraged to mark your decorative landscaping and delicate
plant material, including but not limited to: Japanese Maples, any ornamental

We want to make sure all of our residents who want to receive
activity eblasts are receiving them. These emails include information
relative to trips, entertainment, clubs, committees, etc. If you feel
you are not receiving the many eblasts that I send out, please contact
your Lifestyle Director, Diane Sheehan, directly at
dsheehan@taylormgt.com.
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Emergency
NJ HIC #13VH0117400

Important Phone Numbers

Barry Fisher a property owner in Covered Bridge

phone numbers during non-business hours (5 P.M. - 8 A.M.)*

NJ HIC #13VH0117400

nt needs for over 60 years”
“Serving your home improvement needs for over 60 years”
Four Seasons Common Area Emergency Hotline..........................
888-992-9288
**
******
Plumbing Emergency............. F & W Mechanical......................... 732-286-4747
BRIC AWNINGS
• Replacement Windows
• Porch Enclosures
732-905-3756
LOSURES HVAC Emergency.................. Kool Vent........................................
(White In & Brown Outside)
• Replacement Glass
*Special
Pricing
for
Covered
Bridge
OF DOORSElectric Emergency.................
Mac
Electrical
Contractors..............732-684-1129
(For Windows & Patio Doors)
OR DOORS
• Tub & Shower Enclosures
...........................................................................................................732-522-7088
• All Types of Doors

ENCLOSURES
*In the event that you experience an emergency after normal
business
hours, please
inform your
• Screen
& Glass
Repairs
• Closet
Mirror
Doors on the next business day.
Homeowner
Service
Coordinator
SS REPAIRS
• Repairs, Service & More
Emergency phone numbers during normal business hours (8 A.M. - 5 P.M.)
ICE & MORE

Service Available!

Shop @ Home Service Available!

Fire & Rescue.......................... Manalapan Fire Dept...................Emergency 911
We Accept
........................................................................................................
732-462-1112
and Financing Available.
g Available.
Police................................................................................................................911
........................................................................................................
www.AceHomeNJ.com 732-446-4300
meNJ.com
Electric Company.................... JCP&L............................................ 800-662-3115
owroomJCP&L:
Hours...........................................................1-888-LIGHTS
Showroom(1-888-544-4877)
Hours
Gas
Company.
.
........................
NJ
Natural
Gas
Co..
.
......................
800-221-0051
nday thru Friday
Monday thru Friday
Telephone Company................ Verizon........................................... 800-675-9966
8 am - 4 pm
8 am - 4 pm
Sewer....................................... Western Monmouth Utility Authority
........................................................................................................
Saturday
Saturday732-446-9300
Garbage...................................
Manalapan
Twp.............................
732-446-8404
8 am - 2 pm ads-880c
8 am - 2 pm
ads-880c
Irrigation................................. Management Office........................ 732-786-1725
Water....................................... Suez Water..................................... 888-770-6030

7-4070

TRIBUNE

(732) 617-4070

THE GUARDIAN
Cover by Archive Photo
Centerfold created by The Pegasus Press Staff

All irrigation questions and work orders should be reported to the
Management Office, in writing. American Lawn and Sprinkler is no longer
accepting work orders directly from homeowners. The Management Office
is open Monday through Friday, 9:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. Irrigation emergencies
that occur when the office is closed should be reported to the Taylor
Management Emergency Hotline at 888-992-9288. Examples of irrigation
emergencies are: Water is flooding in an area or roadway or the irrigation
system won’t shut off. All other problems or concerns should be reported
to the Management Office during normal business hours.

Statement of Editorial
Principles
Pegasus Editorial Staff

The goal of the Pegasus Press, the official
publication of the Four Seasons at Manalapan
community, is threefold:
- To provide information to residents of FS@M from
the Board of Trustees, its committees and clubs, the
property management company, and the township
- To inform the residents of FS@M as to social,
cultural, and educational events in the community
and surrounding area
- To establish a means of communication within
FS@M that fosters community spirit and goodwill
among residents
All articles and opinions expressed in the Pegasus
Press represent the viewpoint of the respective authors
and do not necessarily represent the opinions of the
FS@M community or its editors. We assume no
responsibility for the contents or the accuracy of the
same.
Pegasus Press reserves the right to reject, edit,
or condense all submissions and will not accept any
article it deems libelous, inflammatory, plagiarized,
or in bad taste.
Senior Publishing Company prints the Pegasus
Press at no cost to the FS@M Homeowners
Association. The publisher and not the editorial staff
of this publication have solicited all advertisers. We
disclaim all responsibility for the goods and services
advertised herein.

Patronize Our Advertisers

ACE HOME IMPROVEMENTS

“When It’s Time to Replace - Call ACE”
342 ROUTE 9 NORTH • MANALAPAN, NEW JERSEY 07726

Barry (resident) and David Fisher NJ HIC #13VH0117400
“Serving your home improvement needs for over 60 years”
******
• Replacement Glass

• Screen & Glass Repairs
• Repairs, Service & More
• All Types of Doors
• Garage Doors & Openers
• Replacement Windows
and Service
• Siding & Trim Repairs • Retractable Fabric Awnings
• Tub & Shower Enclosures
(For Windows & Patio Doors)

Shop @ Home Service Available!
We Accept
and Financing Available.
www.AceHomeNJ.com

Showroom Hours
Monday thru Friday
8 am - 4 pm
Saturday
8 am - 2 pm

(732) 617-4070
PEGASUS PRESS
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From Your Board of Trustees

Arnie Klein

Jerry Judin

Roger Colarusso

Gail Gnesin

Brian Shorr

Professionally managed by Taylor Management Company
44 Palomino Drive • Manalapan, NJ 07726   (732)786-1725

In November, the Board of Trustees (BOT) had their regular meeting on the
evening of November 21, 2022, via Zoom teleconferencing due to continuing
Covid-19 virus concerns. Many items of interest to homeowners were discussed
during the meeting including the proposed budget for 2023. The following Trustees
were in attendance: Arnie Klein, Gail Gnesin, Roger Colarusso, and Brian Shorr.
The following BOT member was absent: Jerry Judin. The following Management
representatives were present: Andrew Newman, Tara Lesnick, Kimberlee Roberson
(site supervisor).

•
•

•

The minutes from the October 17, 2022, BOT meeting were unanimously
approved by the BOT.
Residents were advised that questions would be taken regarding topics being
discussed during the meeting.  Questions will be taken about the budget following
that presentation.
The following motions were made and unanimously approved regarding
previously ratified decisions by the BOT:
• purchasing of additional required buoys for the indoor pool in the amount
of $182.50
• clean-up of the Pegasus entrance by David’s Landscaping (DL) in the
amount of $5,011.38
• improving the east-west bridge mulch bed by DL in the amount of $1,855.28
• clean-up of the basins’ outflow per the Reserve Study in the amount of
$22,057.28
• approving work on the pickleball engineering per the Township’s requirement
for this report in the amount of $11,000.00
• installing holiday lights by Elite Landscaping in the amount of $4,296.99
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•

•

•

•

Community Manager Andrew Newman (AN) advised the following:
October’s financial statements will be delivered to the BOT and Financial
Committee when completed by Taylor Management’s accounting team.
There were four resales since the last BOT meeting:
• a Burnham selling for $675K
• a Captiva with Loft selling for $950K
• a Martinique selling for $725K
• a Captiva with Loft selling for $925K
There were 20 email blasts sent out since the last BOT meeting.
The pond aerators have been removed for the season and are being stored.
None were noted as needing replacement.
The Secretariat gate was hit again and was out of service for only one day
due to the new policy of stocking replacement safety edges onsite.
The loop sensor at the Palomino entrance gate was replaced and the gate is
once again working normally.
The stone facade under the entrance sign at Pegasus Boulevard and Route
33 was found to be coming apart. This was repaired and stone replaced by
Quality 1st using the existing stonework as well as some additional stone
that was used to blend in and was placed behind the bushes.
The indoor pool dehumidification fan was replaced and the system is now
working normally.
The indoor pool spa display was once again found to be having issues. It
seems to be working except for one line of the digital temperature display
that does not show. In addition, the display for the outdoor spa stopped
working entirely. New displays have been ordered for both units.
The report by PS&S on the drainage study done on September 8 was
received. Repair has started on some items, but work will continue in the
spring. This work includes drainage additions behind Salerno and behind
Cauthen. Inspections for sections 1 and 2 have been budgeted in the 2023
budget and the work is planned to be done next year.
As revealed in the Princeton Hydro report and the recent drainage engineer
visit, some of the paths to the outlet flows from the basins such as the one
at Comtois have never been cleared. To service the line from the inflow to
the outflow, the paths need to be cleared per the plans for the community.
Additionally, debris such as logs that have fallen in the above-ground paths
needs to be removed to allow optimal flow rates during storm surges. This
work is scheduled with American Lawn & Sprinkler (AL&S) to be done
in December.
Following the Princeton Hydro report that found the Comtois basin in need
of repair around the edging of the basin, a proposal has been obtained from
Enviroscapes, with more to come. Enviroscapes met with the Grounds
Committee (GC) to review the project and the project will be starting on
November 28th.
The GC chose to work with DL to do a cleanup project for the Pegasus
entrance area that started on November 17.

•

GC, working with DL, decided to do a reorganization and improvement
project to the main planting bed on the east side of the east-west bridge. This
work will start following the completion of the Pegasus entrance cleanup.
It has been determined that after the Citation irrigation line repair, Lusitano,
Silver Charm, and the even side of Palomino will be repaired. Parts of Arcaro
and Hartack are also included in this repair area. The repair would lay new
wire, properly ground it, and will include proper valve boxes with drainage.
Per BOT approval to move forward on the pickleball/shuffleboard courts
project, Management will work with PS&S and HOA attorneys to get the
needed documents to the Township for approval. The work will be scheduled
with Kurt’s Kourts for next spring. PS&S is also working on the major
site plan final draft. HOA attorneys will complete the checklist from the
Township. A cut of the asphalt was done by Kurt’s Courts for PS&S to
better evaluate what was needed for the project. No anomalies were found
in the sample that would complicate the project.
As a reminder, the next BOT meeting is scheduled for Monday, December
12, 2022, at 9:00 A.M. via Zoom.

The GC represented by AN advised the following:
The AL&S irrigation team is finished doing repairs for the season but will
resume making repairs again in April. They will be investigating areas of
concern as reported to Management before closing the system and on items
noticed during the spring inspection.
• Aquarius Restoration started the apron and sidewalk repairs. Management
is aware of some of the water and electric issues experienced by residents as
the work proceeded. Management will continue to speak with the contractor
to prevent the recurrence of these problems going forward. The work on the
Clubhouse side of the community is now done. That work is being evaluated
by the GC. The committee members will be walking the streets on the west
side beginning in March to determine what locations need repair. A quote
for repairs will be given to the BOT for approval followed by a schedule
for these repairs.
• Lan Exteriors finished their design of the Clubhouse landscaping. The GC
has reviewed the designs and sent them back for estimates. They have also
finished the work on the Pegasus entrance design. The GC will be reviewing
the design on November 30th.
Mario Abbatiello (Grounds Committee Chairman) added that AL&S is
finishing the fall clean-up of leaves. The landscaping projects are winding down
and are stopping for the season except for a few plants that are owned by the
community. The GC had a successful year, especially facing drought conditions.
All problems have been documented and will be addressed next year.
•

The Clubhouse Committee (CC), represented by David Sobel (DS),
chairperson, advised the following:
• Blinds were approved for the Arts and Crafts Room door and windows.
This addition will provide privacy for entertainers who are brought in by the
clubs for events, allowing them to eat or to change in that room as needed.
• A new printer was purchased for the Concierge area of the Clubhouse. It will
be more efficient for the clubs and for Diane Sheehan, the Lifestyle Director.
• A gym sign with the rules and regulations was approved for purchase. Some
residents are not being cordial in the gym. The new sign covers the rules
and expected behavior of residents and guests.
The Architectural Control Committee (ACC), represented by David
Davidowitz, chairperson, advised the following:
• There were three modification requests. One modification was rejected for
the patio being too large.
• There was one request for a refund that was approved.
The Finance Committee, represented by Frank D’Amadeo (FD), chairperson,
advised the following:
• Having different maturity dates for CDs creates a laddering effect allowing
the community to take advantage of the increased interest rate.
A motion was made to accept the following proposed investments:
$200K into a 2-year CD at 4.8%
$200K into a 3-year CD at 5.0%
$100K into an 18-month CD at 4.8%
The motion was unanimously approved by the BOT.
A motion was made to accept all the submitted club minutes. The motion was
unanimously approved by the BOT.
• Clubhouse Committee: November 9, 2022
• Grounds Committee: November 1, 2022
• Architectural Control Committee: November 15, 2022

•
•
•

Jerry Judin

Roger Colarusso

Gail Gnesin
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Brian Shorr

Women’s Club: October 12, 2022
Men’s Club: October 19, 2022
Social Committee: November 10, 2022

At the conclusion of the meeting, the BOT opened the meeting for all questions
from the residents who were present at the virtual meeting.
Following the regular BOT meeting, FD presented the 2023 budget. There
will be an increase of $30 to the HOA fee, bringing the monthly dues to $360.
After the presentation of the budget, the BOT opened the meeting for all
questions regarding this topic. Following that, a motion was made to accept the
2023 budget. The motion was unanimously approved by the BOT.
The January BOT meeting will be held at 9:00 A.M. on Monday, January 16,
2023. All residents are welcome and encouraged to attend the BOT meetings.
The monthly BOT meetings usually take place on the third Monday of the month
in the Conference Room on the second floor of the Clubhouse at 9:00 A.M. unless
otherwise communicated. Due to continuing concerns regarding the Covid-19
virus, it is expected that the January meeting will be held via Zoom. Reminders
about the meeting are sent approximately one week in advance of the meeting,  
Please remember that the best way to obtain current information regarding
community operations is by attending the monthly BOT meetings as well as
through eblasts sent out to the community. In addition, detailed minutes from
each BOT meeting are available on the community website within a week of the
actual meeting.
Our community would not be the desirable place to live that it is without the
efforts of all the residents. We have many committees and clubs whose members
devote untold hours to helping preserve the aesthetics and provide the activities
that we all expected when we bought homes at Four Seasons. Sincere thanks to
those of you who selflessly give your time! To those of you who would like to
help, please reach out to our BOT members or to our fabulous management team:
Andrew Newman (Community Manager); Tara Lesnick (Assistant Community
Manager); Diane Sheehan (Lifestyle Director).

ads-7047
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For Advertising Contact:
Senior Publishing Company
1520 Washington Avenue, Neptune, NJ, 07753
888-637-3200

Congratulations and Condolences
Submitted by Bunny Libenson
Condolences
We extend deepest condolences to Brian Shorr and
family upon the passing of his sister, Ronnie Heller.
Congratulations

ads-1551

Mickie Bautista is beyond thrilled to announce the birth
of her 13th grandchild! Alexander Hudson Bautista was born
on September 26th, weighing in at 7 1/2 pounds. His mom,
Sofia and dad, Matt are absolutely beyond happy, as are his half-sister, Ava, and
half-brother, Matty.
If you’d like to let others in the community know about an important family
event, such as a birth, death or marriage,please send your announcement to
Bunny Libenson at bunlen@optonline.net.
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FREEMAN FUNERAL HOMES
Serving All Faiths Since 1847
MANALAPAN

344 Route 9 North
Glenn A. Freeman, Mgr.
NJ License No. 3662

(732) 972-8484

FREEHOLD

47 East Main Street
Glenn A. Freeman, Mgr.
NJ License No. 3662

We accept no responsibility for any advertisements. If
there are any complaints concerning an advertiser, please
contact them directly. If you receive no satisfaction, you can
contact your Better Business Bureau or the Mercer County
Department of Consumer Affairs.

(732) 462-0808

Answers on page 14

Family Owned • Pre-planning Offered
Cremation Services Available
www.freemanfuneralhomes.com

We accept no responsibility for any advertisements. If there
are any complaints concerning an advertiser, please contact
them directly. If you receive no satisfaction, you can contact
your Better Business Bureau or the Monmouth County Department of Consumer Affairs.
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SAVE

We accept no responsibility for any advertisements. If
there are any complaints concerning an advertiser, please
UP
*
contact them directly.
If
you
receive
no
satisfaction,
you
can
TO
contact your Better Business Bureau or the Ocean County
Department of Consumer Affairs.
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on a complete Bath Fitter system

With SPECIAL FINANCING
terms AVAILABLE

FITS YOUR

standards

• Transform any bath into
a spacious new shower

We accept no responsibility for any advertisements. If there
are any complaints concerning an advertiser, please contact
them directly. If you receive no satisfaction, you can contact
your Better Business Bureau or the Hunterdon County
Department of Consumer Affairs.

• Lifetime warranty
• 35 years of experience

• Quick, safe, and with minimal demo • Over two million satisfied customers

OUR BENEFITS
Easy to Clean, Virtually
Maintenance Free

Seamless Wall

Book your FREE design
CONSULTATION today!

855-560-8710
50 STATE ROUTE 35, KEYPORT, NJ 07735

B AT H F I T T E R . C O M
High-Gloss Acrylic
Maintains Its Shine

Bath Fitter Franchise. Independently owned and operated by O’Gorman Brothers
Inc. © 2022 Bath Fitter. *See location for details. One coupon per customer. May
not be combined with any other offer. Coupon must be presented at time of
consultation. Discount applies to same day purchases only. Previous orders and
estimates excluded. Offer valid only at these locations. **Subject to credit approval.
Minimum monthly payments required. Offer valid until 09/30/2021.
1/31/2023.
Kevin O’Gorman Plumbing License #7771 / HIC #13VH030115500
ad-468
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Decembe
Photo of

December is time for the Photography Club’s “Best of The Best” competition. The first, second and
of each division (Advanced and Beginner)
Our judge, Dr. Nick Palmieri, was very impressed with our photos and had a hard time selecting the
winners from among the images that scored a 9. Congratulations

Beginner
“Tree Fungi”
by Howard Sherry

“Going Home”
by Jerry Deutsch
Second place in the beginner division
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er 2022
the Year

third place winners from the monthly competitions compete for the Photo of the Year. The winners
are displayed in the clubhouse for 2 years.
two winners. He offered critiques and scored the images (on a scale from 5-9) and then selected the
s to the winners and all the participants in the photography club.

Advanced
“Oak Leaf”
by Alan Bogard

Inter-community photo competition
Four Seasons at Manalapan participated in the
Inter-community photo competition. This year, five
communities (Four Seasons at Metedeconck, Regency
at Monroe, River Pointe, Stonebridge and ours)
competed for the highest community average and for
the top three images in each division: beginner and
advanced. Jerry Deutsch was awarded a third place
in the advanced division for his image “The Chapel”
and Howard Sherry was awarded a second place in
the beginner division for his image “Going Home”.

“The Chapel”
by Jerry Deutsch
Third place in the advanced division
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Ad# 7303

SCIENCE,
HISTORY &
THE ARTS
Explore exciting exhibitions in

natural history, American art & NJ history.
Soar through the sky in our Planetarium.
With 360-degree views and reclining
seats, it’s truly out of this world.
Admission to the museum is FREE. There
is a fee for Planetarium shows.

The New Year and the Winter
Months
By Debbie Weissman
Well, we are now in 2023. Happy New Year to all.
The sunshine has mostly disappeared, and the leaves have fallen off the trees.
That just means winter is on its way with the cold, snow, rain, and darker days.
Some people are fortunate enough to have gone south to the Sunshine State.
The ones who are still in the Northeast are always looking for things to do
besides hiding out under the covers, waiting for the snow to melt and for beach
weather to return. I’m going to give you all a bucket list of fun things to do to
help fight the cold weather blues.
For those of you who enjoy crafting, a scrapbook is always fun to do. I’m
putting together a photo book for each of my grandkids of the things we’ve done
together, as a memory of when they were younger.
Many of us enjoy cooking. Chili is always a good thing to make on a cold
day. I use two types of meat in my chili: beef cubes and ground meat. We like the
chili on the hot side, so I add chili powder, hot paprika, chili sauce, Worcestershire
sauce, and other ingredients to spice it up.
Make a good fondue and have your friends over for a game night. A fondue
can be made with either cheese or chocolate. For the cheese, you can dip bread,
apples, sliced veggies, chicken, and/or meatballs. For the chocolate, all fruits
are perfect for dipping, as well as pound cake, marshmallows, pretzels, etc. Be
creative. Spice it up with some wine and you are good to go.
Here’s something to do with the grandkids on a snowy day. You can make
“snow ice cream.”
Into a large bowl, pour one cup of milk (or fat-free heavy cream or evaporated
milk. You will have a creamier consistency.) Add 1/3 cup of sugar and 2 teaspoons
vanilla. Outside, with another bowl, collect fresh snow. You’ll need about 8 cups.
(If you cannot get snow, you can finely crush ice cubes.). Mix the snow or crushed
ice with all the other ingredients and presto, snow ice cream has been made. Add
in mini chocolate chips, sprinkles, and chopped nuts. Unfortunately, you need to
eat it fast as the consistency isn’t quite the same as ice cream.
Bundle up and take a walk along the beach or go outside and build a snowman.
We are never too old for the snow.
Plan an indoor picnic and make it comfy. Decorate the house to be festive,
play some music, and place a blanket on the floor. Serve some wine and cheese
and other finger foods. You’ll see, you may start a new tradition.
Read a good book while sipping hot chocolate or your favorite drink. Knit
something for someone. Do a jigsaw puzzle and then give it to someone else who
enjoys them.
You can also do a “gratitude” journal and give it to someone special in your
life. Things to include could be (a) the best thing that happened to you, (b) who
makes you feel loved and why, (c) who you like to spend time with and why, and
(d) who is your best friend and why. You can be creative and write about anything
or anybody. It can be easier to focus on things we don’t have, or our imperfections
or problems, than what we are grateful for. You can identify one thing and write
about that. Be open-minded. Gratitude doesn’t make our problems disappear,
but it helps them feel more manageable.
With all the above mentioned, please keep in mind people close to you. The
winter months can bring isolation and depression. Include family and friends and
please check up on them. Ask if they need to talk, go out, or if they need anything.
Being a friend is the most precious gift you can give.
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Little Leslie
By Steve Resnick
It should be obvious to the most casual of observers that governments, just
like other employers, strive to hire capable people to serve in positions of trust
and authority, especially where public safety is concerned. Certainly, no one wants
to deal with an emergency worker, a police officer, a fireman, or an EMT, who
is not physically able to perform, or one who is as dumb as a post. Where public
safety is concerned it is in all of our best interests that the most physically capable,
intelligent, and well-trained people are employed to protect us. And keeping civil
service requirements in the equation, the need for these workers to be well trained
as well as physically fit is always part of the selection process. For generations,
the hiring criteria for cops and others included a high school diploma, passing
a competitive test of general knowledge and competency, and affirmation of the
candidate’s physical fitness.
However, there also have been height, weight, and age requirements,
independent of general fitness and intelligence standards. Cops and other
emergency workers in most jurisdictions had to be above a certain height and below
a certain weight. And they had to be male. Sure, women could be employed by a
police department, but only as secretaries or matrons. In that latter capacity, their
law enforcement role was limited to dealing with women detainees.
But over the years these more superficial selection criteria for hiring started to
change. For one thing, the height and weight standards changed, although the age
requirement for cops remains. Nowadays, police academy attendees still must be
physically fit, and a college education is a requirement in most police academies.
Unlike years ago, cops now can be short, tall, or even female. You will now see
younger cops patrolling the streets. Older cops retire. Twenty and out, or at age
fifty-five, is still the general rule.
And yet, you will see older cops in law enforcement employment still. County
and state agencies frequently hire retired municipal and state police officers to fill
the ranks of county detective squads and state enforcement agencies in hundreds of
investigative positions, from state consumer affairs detectives to state tax agents.
As one might expect given this evolution in hiring, the bar to women being cops
evaporated over time. Female applications are now common, and many women
have become active police officers, as distinct from their previous limited role as
matrons and secretaries. This change was gradual but is consistent with the other
changes relating to height, weight, and age.
This leads me to introduce our protagonist, Little Leslie. That was not the
name her parents gave her. No, at birth Leslie was her name; but not “Little.”
That alliterative sobriquet was awarded on her first day of employment as a state
investigator in the Division of Criminal Justice. It was given to her by one of
her new colleagues. Leslie was by far the shortest and slimmest of cops in the
squad and the most feminine of them. In fact, she was the only woman, so that
the men saw her as a novelty and needed to express this in a way that was, to
them at least, both clever and pithy, not to mention their other requirements, that
the name be offensive and derogatory. But it could not be so abusive as to bring
down the wrath of their superior officers. Not the ire of their sergeant, anyway,
who had freely expressed his negative observations about the skinny runt now
under his command. He had no objection to her sex, at least none he voiced, but
he did comment, repeatedly, that now they would have to buy step stools for her
to reach the shelf where the ammunition was kept, and probably buy her a lighter
weapon to carry. The squad lieutenant ignored this inappropriate behavior at the
expense of the skinny runt, thereby encouraging it with his silence.
Little Leslie took this behavior from her new comrades with good grace. She
ignored most of the comments and willingly obliged when the other investigators
asked her to get coffee, file reports, or perform other chores that the secretaries and
matrons were expected to perform. At first, she acknowledged to herself that she
was something unusual to these men and therefore tolerated the mild abuse. But
as time went by and she was not given the more difficult assignments, like briefly
working undercover in buy/bust cases, or being assigned to use the battering ram to
knock down the door at the start of the execution of a search warrant, she became
disgruntled. The lieutenant assured her she needed more time on the job learning
the rules of the street before he could assign her to work undercover. And upon
reflection, it was obvious to Leslie, as it was to that most casual observer referenced
above, that she could not pick up the battering ram, much less thrust it against the
flimsiest door with sufficient force to knock it off its hinges. Begrudgingly Leslie
was mollified by these reasonable explanations, at least for a month or two.
Then there came the time when the squad was assigned to work a joint drug
wiretap investigation with the state police. Wiretaps in those days were looked
upon as the gold standard of organized crime, gambling, and drug investigations.
That is because when the rules are followed, wiretap investigations produce almost
unbeatable evidence for trial. And that recorded evidence, when played for the
defendants in discovery or pretrial proceedings, left no doubt to them that when
these recordings were heard by the jurors in open court, they would be found
guilty. This almost always generated plea bargains, so that the trial did not need
to happen at all.
The downside? While wiretaps produce great evidence of guilt, they are
extremely expensive to operate, primarily due to the need for substantial manpower.
Because drug wires are usually twenty-four hours a day, every day they are up, a
telephone line must be installed and manned continuously, at a “plant” near the
subject telephone. That means at least two monitors for each telephone line being
“intercepted,” to use the legal phrase. While one officer monitors the recording
machines, the other is creating copies of the intercepted conversations. Using these
backup recordings, the second monitor or another investigator on the shift will be
creating transcripts of the relevant conversations. Frequently a long-term wire can

result in a “jump” to another phone, and the investigators find themselves listening
in on three, four, or even five telephones. In addition to these monitors, there is
a need for surveillance vehicles at each of the subject locations. That means two
cops sitting near the target, ready to report in about visitors and follow the target
if he or she leaves the telephone site.
Given the heavy need for manpower, or in her case, womanpower, Little Leslie
was assigned to work the wires as needed, sometimes as a monitor, sometimes
conducting surveillance. She was treated the same as all the other investigators,
except that, when at a plant site, the other investigators asked her to get coffee, file
reports, or perform other chores. After the wires were taken down, many man-hours
were spent organizing the evidence for the grand jury and subsequent discovery
for the defendants. Before the wires were taken down, a determination was made
as to the benefits to the investigation of executing arrest and search warrants at any
locations where additional evidence could be found. This was a common, routine
practice. In drug wires, that additional evidence usually was drugs stashed for sale,
cash accumulated by the targets, or weapons. In addition, hitting the defendants
by surprise and interviewing them usually resulted in additional evidence.
This particular investigation, one of the first drug kingpin cases involving
a number of dangerous felons, had the cops on edge. The penalty faced by the
defendants included life in prison and forfeiture of all assets resulting from their
illegal activity. The cops knew that taking them down was not going to be simple.
Therefore, much time and effort had been expended in planning the arrest and
searches when the wires were terminated. The time for the raids was, as usual, at
dawn. That was the best time to assure surprise and minimize casualties. Little
Leslie was assigned to one of the hit teams, in the normal course. As blind luck
would have it, she was assigned with four other cops to arrest a person known as
“Big John” and search his dwelling. The name “Big John” had been given to him
for the same reason our heroine was known as “Little Leslie.” It fit. Talk about
coincidence!
On the designated morning, the search and arrest teams met just before dawn,
received final instructions, and spread out through the county to the homes of their
targets. Little Leslie and her hit team colleagues hit Big John’s door with someone
else other than Leslie taking control of the battering ram. The door flew open,
and they ran in, Little Leslie last of all, as the squad leader had ordered. There
was Big John, standing inside, emptying his revolver in their general direction.
The cops immediately took cover, what cover there was. Big John emptied his
weapon, threw it at one of the cops, and dashed for the door. Coming in through
the door last, that’s where Little Leslie happened to be, standing in the doorway,
at that fateful moment.
They were about to collide, Big John at about six foot four inches in height
going out, Little Leslie at about four foot eleven inches coming in. But small as she
was, she was trained; big as he was, he was in a panic. All she did was make a fist
and aim it at his jaw, about twelve inches above her head. Her fist connected with
something hard, possibly his jaw, and down he went, as Little Leslie reached for
her handcuffs and put them to their intended use. Big John was stunned, as were
Little Leslie’s team members. And later, after the story about Big John’s capture
was circulated among the investigators, these other cops tended to ignore Leslie’s
diminutive size, and provide her with the respect she felt was her due. Of course,
the other investigators still asked her to get coffee, file reports, or perform other
chores that the secretaries and matrons were expected to perform.
In other articles, we may discuss other legal topics. However, as with the topics
discussed in this article, we are speaking in generalities, and nothing written here
should be construed as legal advice for a particular case. A specific set of facts
may invoke other legal principles and require a different conclusion. It is always
best to consult a lawyer, with all the facts of the case so as to be able to ascertain
exactly what your rights and responsibilities are in a particular situation.
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My father had himself grown up without a father. The story that had been
passed down in the family, the one my father told many times, was that his father
had been killed during World War I, trying to make a river crossing at the border,
trying to escape to freedom from Russia. I never knew if that was the truth. My
father would never speak of his father and, although he was only a baby when
this supposedly happened and would not be expected to have memories, he never
talked about what he may have been told by his mother about his father. I found
that odd. My wife suggested that the river crossing story never happened, that
his father was really a bastard (albeit a very nice one) and this was the cover story
that had been concocted. I rejected that contention out of hand.
A few months after my father died, my mother gave me a big packet of
birthday and Father’s Day cards that I had sent my father over the years. It took
several more months before I worked up the courage to open the packet and start
reading through them. They seemed to have a single major theme, in addition to
heartfelt expressions of the love that I always felt for my father. That theme was
the sense of appreciation that I felt for his trying to help me, all of my life, to be
a better person.
I started crying after reading the first few cards. One of them read “you
always played ball with me when no other fathers played with their kids. You
never sugar-coated things and always told me how they really were. You always
kicked me in the ass when I needed it and encouraged me when I needed that.
For those things and your bright smile and warm heart, I have always loved you.”
I smiled through tears. That was so true. I had been a wayward child, perhaps
free-spirited was a better term, and I usually needed a kick in the ass. This was
especially so during my college years, which coincided with the Viet Nam war.
My father and I violently disagreed over the war. My father was a “love it
or leave it” type. It was his country, right or wrong, no matter what. I had tried
to engage him in a rational discussion of the war, to no avail. This “discussion”
would turn into a screaming argument followed by the slamming of doors and
my father screaming at me to “go live in Hanoi.” Once, we almost came to blows
about it and I ran out of the house, and down to the park around the corner.
I went to watch a Little League game and leaned against a post, watching the
little boys, playing T-ball, that is, hitting the ball off a batting tee, a stick in the
ground, as opposed to hitting live pitching. I seethed inside. How could I get my
father to see the truth about this unjust and horrible war? Did he want me to go?
What would he do if I were drafted? I allowed myself a small smile. He would
probably drag me down to the reporting station and kick my ass onto the bus. As
I was mulling this hypothetical fate, I saw my father across the field standing by
the other team’s bench, leaning against a pole in the same manner that I was. I
stared at him in amazement; tears were streaming down his cheeks as well.
I crossed the field and approached him. As I did, my father quickly, roughly
wiped the tears off his face. He seemed mortified that his son had caught him
in this unguarded moment and started to walk away, pretending that he had not
seen me. I ran to get a little ahead of him and stopped in his tracks, facing him.
“I don’t want us to fight, Dad. It’s an unjust war and I can’t and won’t support
it. Can’t you respect that, respect my views on the subject.?”
He stood stone silent. Then, the word exploded out of him. “No!”
“OK, I tried.” It was my turn to storm away. I walked, then started running.
My father turned back to watch the game. It was weeks before we spoke again.
I picked up another card. This one, from 1993, was for my father’s birthday.
It showed where our relationship stood. It read, “As time goes by, I do understand
more and more of what you tried to teach me and I am seeing that you were right
about so many things. Don’t ever let my not calling with as much regularity as
maybe I should let you think that I am not thinking of you.”
I threw the card down angrily. Our relationship had been poisoned by a
smothering mother and a dysfunctional, very angry brother. Between the two
of them, they made my having, or trying to have, a relationship with my father
impossible, especially in his last years, when the cancer started wearing him down.
I hardly saw him those last few years and when there were family get-togethers,
they degenerated every time into screaming arguments between myself and my
brother, with my father weakly trying to be the peacemaker.
The last straw was the NETS basketball game that my father and I were to
attend. I had gone to some trouble and expense to get the courtside seats and was
relishing the thought of spending some real quality time with my father, just the
two of us, watching a ballgame, just like we used to do. I never got that chance.
The morning of the game, he called and said he did not feel well. I knew that he
was lying. I knew that he did not want to offend my idiot brother. I was deeply
hurt, hurt to the point where I took it out on my father and yelled at him. When
I hung up the phone, I cried bitterly. That was February. In May, my father was
dead. I never forgot that day, never forgot that lost moment that I should have
had with my father but was now gone forever.
The sharpest memory I have of my father, though, was his punching out a
waiter at the end of a summer when our family had gone to a hotel in the Catskill
Mountains, the so-called “Jewish Alps.” What was extraordinary about this was
that my father was the kindest, gentlest man I ever knew. I had never realized
how violent a temper he really had when provoked.
Yes, my father used to yell at me and even hit me once or twice. Yet, he did
that in almost a resigned manner, more a product of my mother screaming at me
and yelling at my father, “Sam! Do something with him! Give him a good smack!”
More to shut her up than anything else, my father would then yell and hit me on
my butt and, if she was really yelling at the top of her lungs, he would give me a
backhanded slap across the face.

That time in the Catskills was different. I saw a lightning flash, a crescendo
of violence that was awe-inspiring. It happened at the summer’s end, a very
long summer of baseball, swimming, and, at twelve years old, awakening to the
presence of girls. I had been placed in the children’s dining room, along with
my little brother. At the end of the summer, the waiters and busboys got their
tips, which were virtually their sole source of income and what they lived for. I
was walking with my father and we happened to walk past my waiter. He was
a shortish, middle-aged man with a shock of gray-black hair that tried to cover a
growing bald spot in the middle of his head.
As we walked by him, the waiter muttered under his breath, but loud enough
for us to hear, “He stiffed me.” My father looked quizzically at him but we kept
walking. A few more steps and the waiter repeated, “He stiffed me.” This time it
was louder and I stared at my father when he said it. It then dawned on me that
he was talking about my father, that he had not tipped him. I knew my father was
a generous tipper and knew that could not be true.
My father was not a big man, standing just under six feet, maybe 160 pounds,
with blue eyes and, at age 45, already graying hair. He walked over to the man
and asked him, quite politely, in a low voice, “What did you say? Are you talking
about me?”
“You heard me. You stiffed me.”
Without another word, my father suddenly cocked his right arm and swung
at the man’s face, hitting him squarely and knocking him instantly to the ground.
“Get up, you fucker, get up!” my father screamed. “You’ll get more of the same!”
He stood over the man in a fighting stance, fists clenched, a crazy, wild look in
his eyes. Other waiters, who had been milling around watching this, helped the
man up and quickly took him away. He was bleeding from his lip and his right
eye was black and blue, almost swollen shut. A tall, lanky waiter approached and
offered an explanation.
“I’m sorry about this, sir. My friend’s been sick. Sometimes doesn’t know
what he’s saying. It’s OK.”
“I didn’t stiff him,” said my father quietly, in his most gentle voice, the voice
he used when he was trying to get through to me about some wayward conduct.
Then, my father took my hand and we walked away. We never spoke of this
incident again.
From that day on, I saw my father differently. That flash of incendiary anger
had startled me like nothing he had said or done before, including hitting me. In
a way, that punch floored me, as well as the waiter. From that moment on, I had a
fear of my father that I never had before, a fear that this unknown magma of anger
could erupt, could boil over, and be directed at me. That single moment changed
my life because I never again saw my father in the same way.
I hated that day because it made me lose my father, many, many years before
he died.
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Snapshot Memories

By JoAnn Abraham

Whew! You made it. All the holidays are over. No more frantic preparations
for Thanksgiving, Christmas, Chanukah, the New Year, and/or Kwanza.
No more last-minute phone calls from relatives who forgot to mention that
they are:
• bringing their almost housebroken puppy who cries bitterly when left alone,
• your severely allergic neighbor who had no place else to go,
• arriving unannounced from her home in Italy because she scored tickets
to see her favorite rock band that is appearing in NYC and, yes, she and a
friend will be staying with you for a week and, by the way, can you drive
them to and from the concert.
No more scramble to find the decorations from last year, including:
1. the clanging bells made by your precocious niece – now a neurosurgeon
– when she was six to attach to the door and announce visitors, or
2. the pinecone birdfeeder one of the kids made in kindergarten – the one
they covered with peanut butter and bird seed which you dutifully have
continued to hang near the back door although there are no remnants of
the coating or the seeds, and the cone itself has begun to shed.
Nope. The holidays are over. Time to relax.
Of course, that’s after you managed to find containers for all the leftovers. And
remembered to label each one before you buried them in the freezer. And figured
out what to do with the half-gallon of cranberry sauce you forgot to put on the
table – as opposed to the cranberry relish, which was devoured. And put back all
those items you hope you will find again next year.
Not to mention fumigating the bedroom, washing the bedding, and sending
the comforter to the cleaner after the cousin and friend left, fully cognizant of
the fact that you may never fully remove the smell of cigarettes from the room,
especially since they kept the door and windows closed during their entire stay.
And getting all the carpets cleaned after the “almost housebroken puppy”
left a stain on every rug in the house and, unable to digest the table scraps she’d
scarfed, deposited their remnants in several spots under the table.
Plus, taking ownership of the previously dispersed heirloom hand-made
holiday banners, in an attempt to avoid future arguments over who had them and
never stored them properly, causing irreparable harm to the priceless items.
Yes, the holidays are over. Time to make a list of the things you want to
remember for next year, despite the likelihood that it won’t do any good even if
you do find it, because next year there will be a whole new set of circumstances
with which to deal.
Which you will, with a smile. Because, after all, it’s the holidays. And you
wouldn’t have it any other way.
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You may have noticed that many arborvitaes (as well as other evergreens) in
our area have turned brown. The combination of wind, drought, hot sun, freezing
temperatures, and lack of available water in the winter can cause arborvitae foliage
to turn brown. This happens because they are drying out. Water is the lifeblood
of foliage.

This has been an unusually stressful summer for Arborvitaes, which thrive in
cool, moist, and well-drained soil conditions. Arborvitaes have very fibrous root
systems that do not grow deeply. They remain more on the surface of the soil.
These fibrous roots are very susceptible to damage from heat and drought stress.
Rock “mulch,” especially darker-colored rocks, will heat up and dry out the roots
more than the preferred bark or shredded root mulches. Dieback on Arborvitaes is
most likely due to root damage from heat and drought stress, especially if they were
not deeply watered weekly during conditions such as those that we experienced
this past summer.
When replacing your dead Arborvitaes or evergreens, be sure they are planted
in well-drained soil. Keep them deeply watered weekly throughout the fall (or
early spring if planting at that time), and mulch lightly with shredded natural
root or hardwood mulches. Avoid dyed recycled wood product mulch. In order to
decompose, they will steal valuable nutrients from the soil that your Arborvitaes
need.
Unfortunately, there is not too much you can do to encourage the affected
plants to recover from browning. If the majority of your arborvitae has died, it is
likely that it will not survive.
You can try adding mulch around the base of your browning shrub. This will
help to lock in much-needed moisture. This is especially important during the dry
summer season. Don’t hesitate to water your plants during a sudden thaw in the
winter months as well.
Gently using a leaf blower to dislodge browning areas and pruning the new
growth in the spring may also stimulate your evergreens to recover.
Overwatering can be an issue as well. If this is the problem, you will notice
discolored foliage. The younger, exterior part of the plant will turn yellow or brown.
Leaf dieback may occur on some parts of your tree such as the tip of the foliage. A
newly planted tree needs to be watered twice a week until it is established. After
that an inch of water once a week should be enough depending on the rainfall,
heat, and weather conditions.

Healthy fine feeder roots should be brown on the outside but have a white
internal core and white tips. If your fine roots are soft and brown and can be peeled
or broken off easily, your plant may have root rot.
Arborvitaes have a natural tendency to take on a brownish, yellow, or darker
mossy-green coloration in the winter. To combat this characteristic, plant breeders
have developed cultivars, such as the “Emerald Green” shrub, which hold their
brighter green color all year.
Fertilizing your evergreens will help keep them healthy. Select a slow-release
fertilizer that has 50% nitrogen and has a high first number, such as a 12-6-4 or
10-8-6 mixture. Granularized fertilizer works the best because it helps prevent the
roots from burning and requires just a once-a-year application.
Other Adverse Factors
Bark beetles can increase dramatically when sufficient food is available.
Typically, this is in the form of drought-stressed trees. High numbers of these
small beetles (outbreak populations) attack trees en masse. Often, many trees are
killed throughout the landscape, similar to the destruction of a wildfire.
Bark beetles have been around longer than people. The beetles aren’t dangerous
under normal circumstances, but when trees are weakened due to lack of water
from prolonged drought, they are more susceptible to attacks from bark beetles.
Once attacked by these beetles, the tree will die. In the last five years, more than
102 million trees, mostly conifers, have already died from drought and bark beetles
in California alone. This decimation continues. In some communities, up to 85%
of the forest trees have been lost, becoming dry fuel for forest fires.

Evergreen trees can also be damaged by a variety of fungi. Evergreen trees
are very prone to rust diseases. The first symptoms of this fungal disease are the
powdery orange or red spores on the leaves or needles. Even though the spores are
initially underneath the leaves, they slowly move to the upper side as the disease
progresses. Two fungi cause most of the canker diseases found on evergreens.
The fungus Sphaeropsis (also called Diplodia) causes cankers on pines, especially
Austrian pines, as well as concolor firs. The fungus Cytospora is the most common
cause of cankers on spruces. White pine weevil, rhizosphaera needle cast, and
bagworms also pose a danger to our evergreens.

Climate change is causing much of the death and destruction of many of our
trees. Warmer than normal temperatures and less rainfall leave the trees and forests
vulnerable to pests and wildfires. Warmer winters (instead of prolonged cold or
freezing conditions) allow predator populations to flourish instead of keeping
beetles/insects and fungi prevalence in check.

It is important to monitor the condition of our plantings. If you notice a problem
in your landscape beds, take action before it is too late. Weakened or diseased
trees or shrubs in the common areas should be reported to Management so action
can be taken by the Grounds Committee.
Wishing You a Happy and Healthy New Year!
We welcome your comments and suggestions for future articles. You can
contact us by emailing Jacque at jacque@jacquelynksmith.com. Please include
the Communications Subcommittee in the subject line.
The Grounds Committee
Communications Subcommittee
Jacquelyn Kirczow-Smith
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